
 

RLF Graduates 278 at SIMposium  2016 
2017 Registration open – $600 discounts for SIM members and $500 early bird discounts are available 

 
RLF just completed its 25th annual national graduation as a prelude to SIMposium  2016 at the Mohegan Sun in 
Connecticut.  The 278 graduates were honored by 215 of their fellow participants, a large contingent of past RLF 
graduates, many sponsors, and other SIMposium  attendees. The theme for SIMposium  2016 was “The Future is Now: 
Lead, Secure, Empower” – important concepts that are woven throughout the RLF curriculum. 
 
SIMposium  is the first step in establishing a lasting relationship between SIM and RLF.  It is the one opportunity for 
members of each RLF forum to meet fellow participants from other forums, share common bonds and experiences, and 
develop relationships as well as an introduction to the SIM organization and SIM Chapters. It is a compelling illustration of 
the value SIM membership provides. To that end, during lunch representatives from local SIM chapters sat down with 
each forum to talk about chapter membership and answer questions about how to get involved.  
 
The graduation began with a keynote address by acclaimed storyteller, executive coach, and training facilitator Laura 
Packer. Packer focused on the power of storytelling as a means of human expression and connection, driving 
engagement, and building relationships – all core ideas for RLF. The program continued with each of the nine RLF forums 
being recognized, all individual graduates being acknowledged, and each forum presenting a video depicting a key aspect 
of their RLF leadership journey.  
 
During the graduation, winners of the 2016 Friend of RLF Award, presented to individuals who have made a strong 
commitment to and demonstrated the principles of RLF, were announced: 

● Tim Schaefer, CIO Northwestern Mutual 
● Paul von Autenried, CIO Bristol-Myers Squibb 
 

In addition, these companies were recognized as Platinum Sponsors of RLF – those organizations sending more than 30 

and up to well over 100 of their leaders to RLF during the past ten years: 

Aetna, Inc. AT&T (Direct TV) 
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies Cigna 
Kraft Heinz MassMutual Financial Group 
Northwestern Mutual Pfizer, Inc. 
Sherwin-Williams Company Staples, Inc. 
The Hartford Insurance Group Travelers Insurance Company 
 

Even as RLF is completing its 2016 program, enrollment has opened for 2017. SIM’s RLF program consists of a                   
comprehensive series of six two-day sessions unfolding over nine months. Participants undertake the reading and               
discussion of 25-plus books to absorb and understand a broad spectrum of important leadership principles. And, they                 
benefit tremendously from continuous dialogue with colleagues and executive business leaders about challenges faced              

and lessons learned. Find 2017 forum schedules and more information here.  

More than 4,000 graduates have successfully completed the RLF program over more than two decades. Register here                 
for a 2017 RLF program. 

 

https://www.simnet.org/page/RLF_Leadership
https://www.simnet.org/page/RLF_2017Dates

